Weighted Finite Automata (WFA) exploit self-similarities within single pictures and also sequences of pictures to remove spatial and temporal redundancies. Their implementation then combines techniques from hierarchical methods related to quadtrees and from vector-quantization to achieve performance results for low bit-rates which can be put on a par with state-of-the-art codecs like embedded zerotree wavelet coding. Due to their simple mathematical structure, WFA provide an ideal platform for e cient hybrid compression methods. Therefore, WFA were chosen as a starting point for a fractal-like video-compression integrating a hierarchical motion-compensation as well as an option to vary compression{quality between \centers of interest" and \background" in a exible manner.
takes advantage of self-similarities in sub-images but more in a formal than in a visible way. In WFA image compression the domain pool grows dynamically: rst, the domain pool consists only of some basic images (e.g. polynomial functions) included from an initial basis. During runtime every successfully approximated range block is added to the domain pool and, thus increases the variety of domain images.
Furthermore, we integrated a hierarchical motion compensation (MC) in our bintree based WFA codec. In still image compression we obtained the best compression results when generating an adaptive image partitioning with backtracking. Hence, we also use recursive backtracking to decide whether to apply an MC or not. This obviously leads to a trade-o between low bit-rates and the cost of increasing encoding times.
The paper is organized as follows. In the rst section we give a short introduction to the mathematical WFAbackground. Subsequently, we introduce the backtracking algorithm for intra-frames and inter-frames (called MWFA compression). Then we present the entropy coding module that achieves a fast and e cient coding of MWFA videos. In the next section we describe how the compressed frames are regenerated and how the blocking artifacts introduced during the approximation are smoothened. Finally, the experimental results will be presented, showing that MWFA video compression gives a good alternative for very low bit-rate applications.
II. Preliminaries
This section gives a brief introduction to basic de nitions for images and for WFA. The reader might refer to 1] for the original de nition of WFA and to 3] for a moderate extension of this de nition.
We use the following notations in this paper: Let F 2 I R n and W 2 I R n n , then F] i speci es the element in row i of the column vector F and W] i;j speci es the element in row i and column j of the matrix W. Let := f0; 1g be the binary input alphabet, then m speci es all words ! of length m and := m 0 m .
In this paper we use bintrees to address image pixels. There is a trivial recursive algorithm to obtain the bintree representation of an image: rst, subdivide the image recursively into halves until there is only one pixel remaining. We apply alternatively a horizontal and a vertical subdivision in order to get an unique binary partitioning of the image. Then, each pixel of a 2 d 2 d image can be addressed with a word ! 1 : : : ! 2d of the alphabet 2d denoting the position of the pixel in the corresponding bintree (Fig. 1) .
Note that there exists a simple conversion between bintree addresses and spatial coordinates: for every pixel P = (x = respectively. We now introduce Weighted Finite Automata as a generalization of bintrees and show that they are a powerful tool for image generation and compression. In this paper we present a modi ed version of the WFA de nition that is already adapted to the image compression subject. For the original de nition of WFA refer to 1].
Formally, a Weighted Finite Automaton A is a quintuple A = (Q; ; W; s; F), where 1. Q = f0; : : : ; n ? 1g is a nite set of states 2. = f0; 1g is the input alphabet 3. W = fW i 2 I R n n ji 2 g is a set of transition matrices 4. s 2 Q is the start state 5. F 2 I R n is the nal distribution. 
Every state image i is a generalization of an image f of xed size. The sub-images i (0) and i (1) are hierarchically composed by a linear combination of i multiresolution state images (Fig. 2) .
The coe cients of such a linear combination of a subimage ! of state i are stored in row i of the matrices W ! . In our implementation we use a hierarchical data structure similar to the one found in the MPEG standard: image sequences are formed by several groups of pictures (GOP). Each GOP is made up of one intra-frame encoded picture (I-frame) and a given number of inter-frame encoded pictures. Inter-frame encoding may use forward prediction (P-frame) as well as backward or bi-directional prediction (B-frame). A. Intra-frame Coding Intra-frames are not predicted by other frames and, hence, can be compressed with the standard WFA codec that was described in detail in 3]. Each I-frame is recursively subdivided into a set of non-overlapping range blocks through an adaptive bintree partitioning (Fig. 3) .
The algorithm is initialized with a small set of basis functions in the domain pool (e.g. polynomial or trigonometric functions | represented by WFA states), and the entire image, considered as the rst range block. Two di erent approximation methods are tested for every range block. First of all the block is approximated with a linear combination of the domain images which are available up to now. We use a rate-distortion constrained version of a greedy algorithm called orthogonal matching pursuit 7], 8] to obtain a sub-optimal approximation of a given range block. Thereafter, the range block is subdivided into halves and the coder tries to nd recursively the best approximations for the new range blocks. After the recursion has been terminated both alternatives are compared and the best one is used.
The decision whether to use a subdivision or a linear combination is evaluated with a cost function C: C( ;^ ; T) := qk ?^ k 2 + sizeof(T) (2) where is the current range block,^ is the approximation of (subdivision or linear combination, respectively). Set T consists of all parameters and coe cients that are necessary to remember the computed approximation (number of sub-ranges, domains and factors used to approximate these sub-ranges). Parameter q is used to control the quality of the encoding process; large values of q will produce good approximations while small values will produce high compression ratios. Note that a strong connection with the entropy coding module ensures that the number of bits used to store the approximation coe cients T on disk is identical to the estimated value sizeof(T). This cost function is also used in the matching pursuit algorithm: a linear combination is composed step by step with respect to the cost function C. If the recursive subdivision yields the smallest costs then we obtain a hierarchical approximation of the current range with its sub-images (0) and (1) (Fig. 2) . That is can be assigned to a new WFA state. Thus, the domain pool is increased by another multi-resolution image which can be computed with formula (1) . Generating the domain pool step by step during run time ensures that we do not have error propagation like IFS based fractal codecs which construct the domain pool at the beginning of the computation 5].
B. Inter-frame Coding
We integrated a block matching motion compensation with variable block sizes in the WFA coder to exploit interframe redundancy. The general concept of the WFA compression was retained since it already provides a hierarchical subdivision of the image. In particular one additional approximation method is tested for each range block : the previous and next reference frame are searched for a block~ that most closely matches (i.e. k ?~ k = min). The motion compensation prediction error ?~ is then considered as a new range image and recursively approximated as described in the last section. Of course, a further motion compensation of predicted frames is not allowed. After this, the generated set of motion vectors is joined with set T of the cost function C in equation (2) . Thus, the range approximation that minimizes the new cost function is used.
Algorithm 1 shows in more detail the encoding process. First of all a linear combination that approximates range is computed with orthogonal matching pursuit (line 1). Then the algorithm continues with recursively computing an approximation for both halves of the current range (lines 4-8). Up to now only spatial redundancy is exploited, i.e. single frame compression is performed. In the next part (lines 11-14) the MC is applied. First, the best matching motion vector is searched for in the previous reference frame. If the current frame is a B-frame then the next reference frame is additionally searched for the best motion vector. Moreover, an interpolation between the MC of the previous and next reference frames is computed with the "CROSS2\-algorithm of 9]. Then the MC that minimizes k ?~ k is chosen. Note that using backward or bi-directional prediction requires that the next reference frame, which is used for the MC, must be encoded (and decoded) before the corresponding B-frame. Motion vectors are restricted to a small range of coordinates, typically from ( 0; 0) to ( 15; 15), in order to reduce computation time. If non integer coordinates are used, the corresponding blocks have to be interpolated from the neighbor pixels. We implemented half pixel precise MC by adapting the algorithm from 9]: determine the motion vector of the block~ that minimizes the error k ?~ k, testing integer coordinates only. Then all eight possible neighbor blocks of~ at half pixel coordinates are checked. The block that introduces the smallest error is then taken as prediction for the current block . Finally, the motion compensation prediction error ?~ is approximated with a recursive call of build-MWFA (line 14).
The last part of the algorithm (lines 15-27) decides which approximation method minimizes the cost function C. The value of the cost function is given by C( ;^ l ; T l ) (linear combination), C( ;^ r0 ^ r1 ; T r0 T r1 )) (recursive subdivision) and C( ?~ ; ; T mc T rmc ) (motion compensation).
In case of choosing the recursive subdivision the approximated range is added to the domain pool as described in the last section. The return values of the algorithm are the approximation of the range block, the approximation coe cients and the new domain pool. Fig. 4 shows an example call tree of the build-MWFA routine approximating a range block of size 2 2 with MC, restricted to two levels only. The execution path of the algorithm is obtained by a depth rst traversal of the given tree. The range block which is going to be processed is shown in gray. The labels r1 and r2 show the recursive approximation of (line 4-5 in algorithm 1). Conversely, mc3 shows the MC of and the subsequent recursive approximation of the motion compensation prediction error ?~ (line 10). Since (0) and (1) (the blocks is divided into) are motion compensated prior to (labels mc1 and mc2), the costs of the MC of can be calculated from already known data by a simple addition. This is similar to techniques presented in 10] for hierarchical MC.
C. Color Image Coding
Compression of color images only needs a trivial extension of the standard compression algorithms because every color image can be decomposed into three spectral bands. As usual the RGB color image is transformed into its luminance (Y) and chrominance (Cb, Cr) bands. After this, all three bands are concatenated to one large gray scale image. This image serves as input for the standard MWFA compression. In the case of P-or B-frames the motion vectors of the luminance band are used for the chrominance bands, too.
We made some more enhancements to improve the performance of color image compression. Several experiments showed that there is still a correlation among the three color bands remaining: about 50 percent of all range blocks of the chrominance bands (Cb or Cr) are approximated with a domain image of the luminance band at the same pixel coordinates. Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 show an example of this relationship. The range block in the north-west corner of the luminance band is used to approximate the blocks of the chrominance bands at the same pixel coordinates. In practice, we use a special entropy coding method for linear combinations which use such a domain of the Y band. Some minor enhancements are made during the compression of the Cb and Cr bands. First, the quality (factor q in equation (2)) of the Cb and Cr approximation is decreased by two. Moreover, the domain pool is revised and only M (typically M = 40) domain images are retained. All the described features typically reduce the size of the chrominance bands by about 30 percent while the image quality does not visually change. The quality of a WFA-encoded frame or block is controlled by a quality factor q, which is normally xed for all frames. If, for example, the border of a frame is coded with a lower value for q than the center, the border region will be coded with less detail and therefore less bits than the center. If the objects of highest interest are placed in the center region (a camera follows a fast moving object), this approach may reduce the size of the compressed frames without reducing the perceived quality of the restored sequence. If q is not only allowed to vary in space (intra-frame), but also in time (inter-frame), sequences of highest interest to the observer may be rendered better. Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 compare the restored images of one image (704 480) of the Football sequence at 0.15 bpp. The image in Fig. 7 has been obtained by using a xed value for q (overall PSNR = 30.02 dB), whereas the image in Fig. 8 has been compressed with di erent values for q in the region of interest (ROI) and in the background (overall PSNR = 26.57 dB). For better comparison, Fig. 9 shows a zoom into the ROI of the same images. In the example image, the ROI has been identi ed man- ually. Since most images or video streams place the objects of highest interest in the center, identifying the ROI with the image center will often produce acceptable results. However, at the cost of an increased computation time, an image/frame feature detection may be performed. Current experiments include sub-image variance computation and edge detection. The second technique takes advantage of the edge detection capabilities of the WFA algorithm itself.
IV. Entropy Coding
In this section we will show how the coe cients of range block approximations and the MC are stored with an entropy coder. We use four di erent models to encode the di erent parts of information.
A. Call-tree Coding
The rst part we have to store is the call-tree of the MWFA-algorithm (Fig. 4) . First of all we must tell the decoder whether a range block is subdivided or approximated with a linear combination. Thus we have to encode one binary decision for each range block. The decision whether to use motion compensation for a block is also coded in one bit and kept in a separate binary tree. On completion of a frame, these two binary trees are written literally in breadth rst order. Since MC and approximations with a linear combination may happen only on range blocks of a limited size, the trees are stripped down to the signi cant levels. (The resulting data is only about 5% of the total storage required, so adaptive arithmetic coding of the decision trees had nearly no impact on the compression ratio.)
B. Matrix Coding
The second part consists of all coe cients of the range block approximation. In terms of WFA: the transition matrices W must be stored. We use two di erent encoding schemes to store the matrices. First of all we are replacing the matrices W by binary matrices in order to work with a fast binary coder: every weight w 6 = 0 is moved to a sorted list and replaced with a`1' symbol indicating that a given range block is approximated with the corresponding domain image. The list of sorted weights is stored separately as we will show in the next section.
First, we will gather some information about the matrices. Every state i is composed by a linear combination of states 0; : : : ; i ? 1. Thus, the matrices W are lower triangular. Furthermore, we made the observation that some domain images are used more frequently in linear combinations than others, especially image of state 0 (the constant gray level function 0 (!) F] 0 ) is used in about 15 percent of all cases. That means that the number of non-zero elements in each matrix column varies signi cantly. Moreover, the number of non-zero matrix elements in each row is restricted to M (M = 8 in the current implementation) while the number of columns is equal to the number of states n (typically n > 500). That means that the probability of a non-zero element in the sparse matrices W is almost zero.
These conditions are suitable both for binary arithmetic coding and run length encoding. Due to the speed requirements in the decoding module we mixed these methods: 1. column 0 (15 percent of all '1' symbols) is encoded with an adaptive quasi arithmetic coder. The probability estimation is done by a nite state machine to ensure a fast processing of the matrix rows. Refer to 3] for further information about this coding method. 2. the remaining part of the sparse matrices is encoded with RLE. Again we are using a column by column traversal of the matrices. Every run length is encoded with a variable-to-variable-length Rice code. Parameter k of the Rice code is chosen adaptively due to the changing distribution of runs in di erent columns.
C. Weights Coding
In the third part of the encoding process all weights that have been temporarily removed from the matrices must be stored. During runtime the standard oat representation is used to store the weights. Clearly, the whole range of oat numbers is not adequate for our purposes and a quantization must take place. Experiments show that weights can be bounded by the intervals ?2; ?1=16] and 1=16; 2] (Fig. 10) and, therefore, a xed point format b m :b m?1 : : : b 0 is su cient. We got the best quantization results if we use this xed point format with m = 4, i.e. only 64 di erent weights may appear. Experiments with di erent images showed that weights are distributed like in Fig. 10 . Moreover, we made the observation that the average of all weights used at the same bintree level varies from level to level (Fig. 11) . Hence, a di erent context is used according to the bintree level where a weight is used. One more additional context is used to adapt the special case of transitions into state 0. This probability model is used as input for an adaptive arithmetic coder. Our experiments showed that coding weights in this manner will reduce the number of bits per weight to about 5 at low quality and 4.5 at high quality.
D. Motion Compensation Coding
The last part we have to encode is the information about the MC. We already stored the decision whether a range is predicted by a motion vector or not. In case of P-frames we only need to store the coordinates of the motion vector while B-frames require additionally coding of the MC type. The type is encoded with a variable length code: '1' indicates an interpolated, '01' a forward and '00' a backward prediction. Motion vectors are encoded with a Hu man code that was derived from the MPEG-1 standard.
E. Feedback Loop
In this section we will describe an important improvement that was made during the development of WFA compression. The techniques used in WFA compression are independent of the compression algorithm and may be easily transferred to other fractal codecs. Most codecs work like the following algorithm: rst the image is split into a set of non-overlapping range blocks; then each of the range blocks is approximated using a special kind of transformation; nally, the coe cients of the transformation are quantized and stored with an entropy coder. In most times the rst part is coupled with the second, but in almost every case there is no connection with the last part of the compression.
Consider the following example to understand why it is important that all three steps should be coupled. Let b be the current range block and 1 v 1 and 2 v 2 + 3 v 3 be exact representations of b, respectively. Using no feedback through the di erent compression stages, one might use the rst alternative to represent sub-image b, because a linear combination with only one vector must be encoded. Nevertheless, it may happen that the second alternative needs fewer bits than the rst one because an entropy coder is used to store the coe cients. Therefore, the real costs for storing the WFA coe cients and motion vectors must be known at runtime. In the current implementation a strong connection between the coder and the modeling module ensures optimal performance. Every time the function (build-MWFA) tries to nd a linear combination of a range block it calls the modeling module to evaluate the current approximation with respect to the cost function C. I.e. the error d( ;~ ) (inclusive roundo errors) and the number of bits sizeof(T) are computed. If a new range block is added to the domain pool then the probability models of the modeling module are updated. This guarantees that always the correct costs are computed and, nally, sizeof(WFA) is identical to the size of the output stream.
V. Frame regeneration
Every frame is subdivided into a (hierarchical) collection of range blocks which are approximated with a linear combination and either a MC or not. Since every range block has become part of the domain pool after its approximation, the main task of the regeneration consists of the computation of the last domain image | the entire image. A domain image is recursively composed of previous domains as already shown in Fig. 2 and equation (1 4: mark that state r must be computed at size s 5: for sub-image i = 0; 1 do 6: for all states q that are used to approximate subimage i of state r do 7: push (q; s=2) One problem that occurs during the regeneration of an image f is the generation of blocking artifacts at low bitrates. These artifacts generally arise at the boundaries of the image partitioning. We use a simple smoothen algorithm to reduce these artifacts as suggested in 5]: every pixel pair (p 1 ; p 2 ) at the boundaries of two adjacent range blocks is replaced by the weighted sum (sp 1 +(1?s)p 2 ; (1? s)p 1 + sp 2 ). Depending on the image quality smoothening parameter s may vary between 0:5 and 0:8. This simple algorithm reduces not only the visual artifacts but also the peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR).
VI. Experimental results
In this section we describe the experimental results of our software codec in respect to Telenor's 11] implementation of the H.263 coding standard 12] All results are computed on a DEC Alpha-Station 600 (266 MHz, 256MB RAM). Four di erent input streams have been used for the experiments: the rst 20 frames of Susie sequence (original resolution 720 480 in 24 Bit RGB) have been used in the resolution 720 480, 360 240, and 180 120. Moreover, the rst 20 frames of the 24 Bit RGB Football sequence (original resolution 720 480) scaled to 360 240 pixels have been used. All image sequences are pasted into a template with width and height of the corresponding QCIF, CIF or 4CIF format that is also used by the H.263 codec. Note that our codec converts the RGB stream internally into the YCbCr color space without sub-sampling while the H.263 codec requires the already converted and sub-sampled input in YCbCr color space. That is there are already some roundo errors introduced in the H.263 codec.
First, we want to compare the rate-distortion ratios of our WFA codec and the H.263 codec. In all experiments we used the standard options for the H.263 codec; the quantization parameter pair (I-frame, P-frame) was set to (31, 31), (31, 31), (20, 25), (30, 20) for the sequences susie-4CIF, susie-CIF, susie-QCIF and football-CIF, respectively. The video streams were subdivided into one I-frame and 19 PFrames both in the MWFA and in the H.263 codec. Table I and table II give an overview of the compression performance of the MWFA codec. The WFA codec generates lower bit rates for I-frames than the DCT based algorithm as already shown in 3] Moreover, the compression performance increases proportional with the image size. E.g. the WFA encoded I-frame of the 4CIF sequence is only one third of that of the H.263 codec. The main reason for this behavior is that more well tting domain images are available for approximation due to the larger image size. Similar results hold for predicted frames: due to the usage of hierarchical motion compensation we get better results for larger images. On the other hand, coding of images with large amounts of motion is not so impressive. Again the size of the I-frame is smaller than that of the H.263 codec but now 20 percent more bits than the H.263 codec are used to encode P-frames. In Fig. 12-17 we show some frames of the MWFA coded sequences in order to give a visual comparison of the coding results. In Fig. 18 the run time behavior of the MWFA coder is shown. There is only a small di erence in coding I-or P-frames of the Susie sequence because there is little motion between subsequent frames. Therefore, recursive backtracking can be terminated prematurely at high bintree levels. This can also be seen by looking at the pro ling data of the coder: run time is subdivided into 34 percent for motion estimation (computation of the motion compensation prediction error | xed absolute time for a frame of given size) and 59 percent for the matching pursuit algorithm. On the other hand, coding of the Football sequence shows an asymmetry between I-and P-frames because there are large amounts of areas with di erent motion. Therefore, all possible combinations of motion compensation at di erent bintree levels must be calculated and recursively approximated. The pro ler proves this assumption: now the run time is subdivided into 7 percent for motion compensation and 83 percent for the matching pursuit algorithm.
Our movie player uses as backend process the dithering and display module of the MPEG-1 player version 2.0 of the University at Berkeley. The decoding performance on the DEC Alpha-Station allows a real-time decoding of the input stream for the QCIF and the CIF format (Fig. 19) . However, it must be stressed that decoding on slower systems (e.g. Intel Pentium 133MHz) does not allow playing the video at the desired input rate without dropping some frames. Table III shows a more detail subdivision of the decoding of the susie-4CIF sequence: The major part of I-frame decoding is the WFA reconstruction process (algorithm 2) while the motion estimation is the slowest part of the Pframe regeneration. We showed that WFA encoding can replace other transformation codings in video applications. The clear advantage of WFA compression against DCT-based methods for intra-frame coding (at low bit-rates, WFA encoded images are typically half the size of comparable JPEG images) has been preserved for video coding, since most techniques for inter-frame coding are applicable to WFA as well as to any other transform coding used in video applications. MWFA compression seems to be perfectly suited for archiving applications due to the asymmetry of encoding and decoding times. Together with its high compression capability, this makes MWFA a good alternative for very low bit-rate coding. 
